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How Markets
Price FX Forwards
By John R. Rush
Oakbridge Limited
Financial Consulting Group
Forwards have long been the workhorse
of forex markets, but not everyone
appreciates their pricing subtleties.

together with the 90 day JPY investment at
0.50% pa, is referred to as a 90-day
USD/JPY “spot against forward swap.”.

In practice, the swap entails two distinct “legs” (both undertaken with the
same counterparty), namely:
(i) at spot: buy USD10 mil and sell
JPY1,129.1913 mil and
(ii) 90 days after spot: sell (or swap)
USD10 mil and buy an amount of JPY to
be determined by the 90-day “forward
points” (or “swap points”).

It is the combination of the spot transaction (undertaken by specialist spot
dealers) and the swap (undertaken by
the swap dealers, who deal “forwards”)

UNIT/CURRENCY (spot rate)
where:
• UNIT = first quoted currency
• CURRENCY = second quoted currency
(to the right of the “/”)
• spot rate = a varying numerical market
determined rate
• and noting that the “/” means “equal to”
not “divide by.”

For a dealer to then make a forward
USD/JPY quote, there must be two
interest rates for the particular time period. In general, the dealer will seek the
interest rate on the UNIT of the quote
(here, the USD interest rate) and the
interest rate on the CURRENCY of the
quote (here, the JPY interest rate).
The equation for forward
points, POINTS, is then given by:

Foreign exchange markets can be divided into spot markets and forward
markets respectively. Foreign Figure 1: Determining a Forward FX Rate
exchange dealers routinely quote
forward foreign exchange rates,
Time = 90 Days
Spot
but the means by which this is
accomplished are often not accuJapanese
rately appreciated.
Car Company
USD 10 Mil

A forward pricing example

USD 10 Mil
Consider the case of a Japanese
car manufacturer which exports to Spot
Spot USD/JPY 114.50
the US and consequently has substantial foreign exchange exposures, being long dollar-denominated receivables. In particular,
JPY 1,129.1913 Mil
say a receivable of USD10 million
is expected in three months and
USD 10 Mil
USD 10 Mil
the car manufacturer’s treasurer
5.60% pa
approaches the company’s bank
seeking a forward foreign Swap
exchange contract in order to “fix”
the
three-month
forward
0.50% pa
exchange rate and avoid
JPY 1,129.1913 Mil
exchange rate risk.
Assuming a spot exchange rate
of USD/JPY 114.50, the bank immedi- that allows the price-making bank to
ately quotes a three month forward of determine the forward exchange rate.
USD/JPY 113.06. How does the bank
Interest differential is key. Notice that
quote the three-month forward rate?
the swap described above entails an
Nuts and bolts. The underlying trans- interest rate differential between the
actions which enable the bank to quote USD and the JPY of: (5.60 - 0.50) =
a forward rate are as follows (see Figure 5.10% pa. It is this interest rate differen1):
tial which now needs to be translated
(1) SPOT: sell USD10 mil at a spot rate of
mathematically to a precise number of
USD/JPY 114.50 and receive JPY
“forward points” for, in this case, the
1,129.1913 mil.
90-day forward time period. This calcu(2) SWAP: what in Figure 1 appears to be
lation is made by initially defining an
a 90-day USD borrowing at 5.60% pa, taken exchange rate quotation:

+
_

POINTS =
SPOT x ( +_IUNIT +- ICUR) x
(DAYS/360) /
1 + [(DAYS/360) x IUNIT]
where:
• SPOT = spot exchange rate
• IUNIT = interest rate on UNIT of
quote (entered as decimal)
• ICUR = interest rate on CURRENCY of quote (entered as decimal)
• DAYS = days in forward period
• and assuming a 360 day year
(rather than a 365 day year).

For example, assuming the following:
• SPOT = 114.50
• IUNIT = 5.60% pa (the USD
interest rate)
• ICUR = 0.50% pa (the JPY interest rate)
• DAYS = 90

then the 90 day forward USD/JPY
points are:
POINTS =
114.50 x ( +_ 0.056 +- 0.0050) x (90/360) /
1 + [(90/360) x 0.056]
= 144 points

This is the equivalent of 1.44 JPY, after
rounding the calculated number after
the second decimal place and then
ignoring the decimal point.
Outright rate.The calculated forward
points would be deducted from the spot
rate of USD/JPY 114.50, because US
continued on reverse
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interest rates are higher than Japanese rates.
Hence the 90-day outright forward rate would
be:
USD/JPY (114.50 - 1.44) = USD/JPY 113.06

Arbitrage over expectations
What if another dealer is quoting a different
number of forward points (e.g., 140 points) for
the same forward date at the same time? Clearly,
an arbitrage opportunity would exist. The dealer
who had just formally calculated the 90-day forward points would buy USD 90 days forward at
the “high” number of points (i.e., 144) deducted
from the spot rate and simultaneously sell USD
90 days forward at the “low” number of points
(i.e., 140) deducted from the spot rate, making a
risk-free (or arbitrage) profit. In effect, the two
money markets (the US and Japanese) have
been arbitraged against the FX market.
Such arbitrage is why interest rate differentials
have the most compelling influence on forward
foreign exchange rate determination—and not
expectations of future spot moves (a common
misperception).
Any dealer who ever quotes a forward price
which differs markedly from that dictated by the
interest rate differential merely presents other
dealers with a risk-free profit opportunity. This is
why it would be sheer folly for a bank to quote
forward prices that simply reflected its expectations of the future spot rate.
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The Year of
the Euro Prep

Using Simulation
of Cash Flows

By Joseph Neu
1997 is rapidly shaping up to be a year of intense
preparation for European Monetary Union and
the introduction of the euro.

This year’s economic performance data will be
that used to determine which European countries make the cut for monetary union.
Selection is scheduled for March 1998, and
the general consensus now is for a significant
“euro-zone” to be established on schedule —
despite the significant obstacles remaining.
Thus, 1997 is also a good year for corporate
treasurers to accelerate, or begin in earnest,
their preparation for the euro. Given the scope
of the task, it may take as much as a year to
get your arms around the process. And with
less than two years to euro introduction
(January 1, 1999)—there is not much time left.
The prep work
Such advance preparation is needed because
EMU has ramifications for many business functions as well as the entire finance function. It
thus requires a coordinated response, spearheaded by a cross-functional steering committee, both of which take time to develop.
“We suggest that this steering committee be
chaired by someone at a high level in the company,” says Guillaume Lepecq, assistant director
of the Paris-based Association for the Monetary
Union of Europe (AMUE). This avoids losing
time and establishes a clear mandate to work on
all the technical details that have to be solved.
Within most companies, it is the CFO and occasionally the treasurer who serves as chair.
Ideally, this committee should be up and running already, so if your company has given in to
the temptation to delay, you better look to catch
up quickly by networking with other companies
that have established a preparatory framework.

Simple ways to simulate cash flows can help corporates manage their exposures within the
framework of the planning/budgeting process.

Risk measurement should be part of a
process—one aimed at supporting better management decisions. For many corporates, twothirds of what they need to implement such a
process can be found within their existing planning/budgeting framework. This is the conclusion of Gregory Hayt, a director at the CIBC
Wood Gundy School of Financial Products, presenting on the use of simulation techniques for
corporate exposure management at our recent
seminar.
Incorporating Monte Carlo simulation into the
corporate planning process means that risk measurement can help support more general business decisions. In other words, not just derivatives, how much debt to have, or how much to
hedge, but more fundamental decisions like
whether or not to have a plant overseas, what
country it should be in, and how to set up compensation schemes for the people who run it.
In Mr. Hayt’s view, such simulation measures
are also better suited to non-financial corporations than the variance/covariance VAR methods prescribed for banks. In addition, simulation
gets them closer to what has been called the
“holy grail” of risk management— the ability to
use one model in support of all risk decisions.
The obtainable holy grail
One problem with using the holy grail label is
that it gives the impression that a single, firmwide risk measurement model is unobtainable.
Mr. Hayt believes that it is—noting that most
corporates already have two-thirds of it built.
What Mr. Hayt is referring to is the planning
or budget process—the cycle almost every firm
goes through at least once a year, where all the
divisions gather up relevant information to make
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Preparing for EMU

Using Simulation
of Cash Flows
Risk management using
cash flow simulation
can be built into the
corporate planning/budgeting process. This
may be a more appropriate approach to risk
measurement for nonbank corporates.
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